Teach Your Students
How to Study
Teaching to Inspire with Jennifer Findley

Create
Flashcards
Using your textbook or your notes, create flashcards for the ideas,
people, and events you need to remember.
Important People of the Civil War
Abraham Lincoln was the president of the United
States.
Jefferson Davis was the president of the
Confederacy.
Ulysses S. Grant was the main general for the
Union.
Robert E Lee was the main Confederate general.
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Buddy Study
With a buddy, sibling, or parent, take turns quizzing each other on
ideas, people, and events in your notes or your textbook.
Inner Planets vs Outer Planets
Inner Planets: The inner planets are closest to
the Sun and are made of rock. They are
Mercury, Venus, Earth, and Mars.
Outer Planets: The outer planets are farther
from the Sun and are made of gases. They are
Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune.

To which group
of planets does
Saturn belong?

The Outer
Planets
because it is
far from the
Sun and made
of gas.
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Create a Quiz
Using your textbook or your notes, create a quiz for the ideas,
people, and events you need to remember. Take the quiz without
using your notes to see how you do!
Inner Planets vs Outer Planets
Inner Planets: The inner planets are closest to
the Sun and are made of rock. They are
Mercury, Venus, Earth, and Mars.
Outer Planets: The outer planets are farther
from the Sun and are made of gases. They are
Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune.

My Quiz
1. Is Jupiter a rocky planet or a
gaseous planet?
2. What are the inner planets?
3. Which planet is closest to the
sun?
4. Which planet is farthest from
the sun?
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Read Over
Your Notes
Step 1: Read any titles, headings, and
underlined words. Think about what you already
know about those concepts.
Step 2: Read the text in sections.
Step 3: After each section, quiz yourself to see
if you remember what you learned. If you don’t
remember, reread the section in smaller chunks. If
you do remember, continue reading.
Step 4: After reading an entire page or a few
connected pages, stop and quiz yourself on
the entire page(s) you read. Do you remember
the concepts, or do you need to break the
page(s) down into smaller sections and read
again?
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This resource was created by Jennifer Findley. It may be printed and
photocopied for single classroom use. It may not be put on the Internet, sold,
or distributed in any form. Check out my store for more resources that are
common core aligned.

Follow my blog for updates and freebies.

Thanks!
Jennifer Findley

